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 The research aims to study the social and economic features, debt condition, factors 
affecting loan repayment capability, problems and threats on loan repayment capability of small 
holders, BAAC clients in Papayom Branch. The secondary and primary data are collected from 
120 BAAC smallholders (who loan less than 100,000 bath),Papayom Branch. All of the clients 
are categorized into 60 clients with normal debt condition, and 60 non performing loan clients. 
The accidental sampling is implemented and the data is compiled through the structured 
questionnaires. The descriptive statistics and Chi-Square ( )2χ  statistics are applied.  
The results reveal as details. The farmers are mostly male with the average age 57.75 
years old. They are primary level educated. The average household members are 3.88 people. 
The average labor force are 2.95 people each household. The farmers, 71.66%, work as rubber 
farmers with the average land ownership is 10.29 rais each household. The farmers earn their 
average income from rubber plantations for 198,256 baht per year. The total average household 
income is 222,200 baht while the total average expense is 224,924 baht per year. The average 
educational expense is 80,160 baht per year. The farmers have their saving accounts with 
BAAC Bank for 32,303 baht each household in average. The total asset value is 894,700 baht 
each household in average. All of the farmers are BAAC debtors, meanwhile, 27.50% of them 
are financed by the student-loan fund. In addition, 33.33% of the farmers are financed by the 
village funds. The average debt amount financed by BAAC Bank and the student-loan fund are 
66,485 and 92,393 baht each household respectively. The total debt amount is 105,259 baht 
each household in average. 
 (6)
 The analysis results of factors affecting the loan repayment capability of the 
smallholders reveal as details. The economic factors i.e. educational expense, total expense, 
indebted principle, and total debt amount influence the loan repayment capability with 
statistically significance α = 0.01. However, all social factors do not influence the loan 
repayment capability of the smallholders. 
 Problems and threats on the loan repayment capability of the non performing loan 
BAAC Clients in Papayom Branch are as following respectively. The educational expense is 
high, and the loan is misused. The production factors increase while the output revenue 
decreases resulting in the decreasing income. The outputs are deteriorated by the nature 
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 53,877.49 1,838 275 183,835.97 20,140.90 10.95 37.38 
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.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.!.0 O   α = .05 
                 3)   J  χ 2 .'M1 SPSS 
                 4)   J P-Value   .'M1 SPSS 
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        ≤  50,000 
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4% 12.80 '94'! 300,000 *!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':8$ 
3&4-	* %-	&4"
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3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2*O 5 &

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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&
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*3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* ''
"  34  &

4% 28.33  
 3&4'
"' 5...  15  &
4% 44.11 '
"'*! 
10,000   6  &
4%17.65 '
"'%-!" 10,001-20,000   %
 13  &
4%38.24 '
"''! 20,000  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      '&!04!)"2*3" 20 33.34 
      04
"34*/2%"&O 15 25.00 
       .*'& 8" 11 18.34 
       &*" '94" 5 8.33 
       *
-,5'0* 5 8.33  
      9'!'
)"*
" 3 5.00 
       &'8)"8" 1 1.66 
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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%  -...#	/0$ $!+%$ 100,000 &  
* 120  :	;,% !+	* 60  	;
,% !+ )** 60  :()$&&&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 5.1.1  ! "#$% 
 ,%  -...#	/0$ (!7	;03) 50.83 $
U 57.75 	V  $'50$% &39,&	'$39, $$)(
 8U 3.88   %(& & #1'9	 	; & )   
*( 8U 2.95    $$)( 8$$ (!7%
(1!8*39,U 8 1.64    	;$)$()$)
(!7	;$)$$0"08
#!$%&!$%& ,(!7
	&)0(*0	;)0!  	; 71.66 $ 8)0
&  # +	3" $*& $'8 0U 10.29 
 58
 8  $# 8U222,200 &	V   ()0839,#&(
 8U 80,160 & 8  ()08	:5 &:5 ( 8U 
78,483 & 8 $( 8U  224,923 & 8 $$% 
0"$U 894,700 & 8 $0"$$ 1,000,001 &  	; 
 30.84   
 5.1.2 &'( )*  
  ,%  -...#	/0$ (!7$$* 34  
 	; 28.33  	;,% !+	 :Y -... $$
:U 32,303  & 8  $ 	;!+& -... U 66,485 & 8   
$ 	;!+&39,U  92,393 & 8  $ 	;!+$
U 105,259 & 8 ,$ 	;!+$$ $ #$
:$,$ 	;!+$** 25,000 & $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%*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( 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( 8$$
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 	;$)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$$
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